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enjoyed teaching it to many ensembles. Each
vocal part is interesting and allows singers to
feel invested in the performance.
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This traditional American folk song is full of
spirit; your women will be excited to perform
it. The text is comical and the ensemble will
enjoy the opportuniry to become actresses.
In addition, this medium-easy piece could be
initially learned without the director as it is

quite "solfege-able."
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Each of these songs appealed to me on a specific musical level and were selected to reflect
arrangements that most high schools should
be able to use in their respective choral programs, Most are of medium difficulty. Enjoy!
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strong consonants and energized singing, this
medium-easy piece will be a hit with your
treble ensembles.
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Dawn is a musical meditation on the coming light-filled day and all the possibilities
that it possesses. "From the doort soft opening and the day's first sigh, filling the room,
I see before me a life of doors, one opening
on another..." The final moments of this
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My treble ensembles have loved singing this
piecel Musically, the composer has "tried
to reflect the frenetic movements of a bee
fying from fower to flower." The first verse
is presented in unison, but the second and
third verses are present in two-part canon,
making it a quick learn. The chorus is homophonic and easily learned. Great for teaching
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remarkable a cappella work are like clouds of
color forming and disappearing, ending in a
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